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Abstract. Agent integration architectures enable a heterogeneous, distributed set of agents to work together
to address problems of greater complexity than those addressed by the individual agents themselves.
Unfortunately, integrating software agents and humans to perform real-world tasks in a large-scale system remains
difficult, especially due to three main challenges: ensuring robust execution in the face of a dynamic environment,
providing abstract task specifications without all the low-level coordination details, and finding appropriate agents
for inclusion in the overall system. To address these challenges, our Teamcore project provides the integration
architecture with general-purpose teamwork coordination capabilities. We make each agent team-ready by
providing it with a proxy capable of general teamwork reasoning. Thus, a key novelty and strength of our
framework is that powerful teamwork capabilities are built into its foundations by providing the proxies
themselves with a teamwork model.
Given this teamwork model, the Teamcore proxies addresses the first agent integration challenge, robust
execution, by automatically generating the required coordination actions for the agents they represent. We can
also exploit the proxies’ reusable general teamwork knowledge to address the second agent integration challenge.
Through team-oriented programming, a developer specifies a hierarchical organization and its goals and plans,
abstracting away from coordination details. Finally, KARMA, our Knowledgeable Agent Resources Manager
Assistant, can aid the developer in conquering the third agent integration challenge by locating agents that match
the specified organization’s requirements. Our integration architecture enables teamwork among agents with no
coordination capabilities, and it establishes and automates consistent teamwork among agents with some
coordination capabilities. Thus, team-oriented programming provides a level of abstraction that can be used on
top of previous approaches to agent-oriented programming. We illustrate how the Teamcore architecture
successfully addressed the challenges of agent integration in two application domains: simulated rehearsal of a
military evacuation mission and facilitation of human collaboration.
Keywords: multiagent systems, teamwork, agent integration architectures.

1.

Introduction

An increasing number of agent-based systems now operate in complex dynamic environments, such as disaster rescue missions, monitoring/surveillance tasks, enterprise integration, and education/training environments. With this increasing population of available
agents, we can expect another powerful trend: the reuse of specialized agents as standardized building blocks for large-scale systems [11,13,16]. This prediction is based on two
observations. First, developers continue to construct software systems out of ever-larger
reusable components, rather than as monoliths [31]. The reuse of agents as components is
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the next logical step — enabling a richer reuse mechanism than component-ware or
application frameworks [16]. Second, there is the already growing trend of integration of
agent components in cooperative information systems, networked embedded systems, and
other software systems [12, 13, 30].
System designers can integrate these existing agents to construct new multi-agent
systems capable of solving problems of greater complexity than those addressed by the
individual agents themselves. Agent integration architectures enable a heterogeneous,
distributed set of agents to work together to address such large-scale problems. Such
integration architectures face an ever-increasing variety of available agents. In addition, as
these agents move into more and more domains that require human interaction, these
integration architectures must also tackle the coordination of people who exhibit a
diversity and complexity beyond that of even software agents.
Unfortunately, integrating agents to perform real-world tasks in a large-scale system
remains difficult. There are at least three key challenges that agent integration architectures
face. First, it is difficult to ensure robust and flexible execution of the desired tasks. In
addition to the risk of failures among individual agents, an integrated system also runs the
risk of coordination breakdowns, due to (for instance) one agent’s lacking key information
known to the others. However, in an open environment, we cannot expect agents to come
ready-made to avoid such breakdowns. Furthermore, even if an agent is capable of proper
coordination (as is the case with people), it is often preferable for the architecture to take
on some of this burden and free the agent or person to direct its resources to its individual
tasks. Second, in general, building an integrated system to accomplish robust execution
can require a potentially large number of coordination plans to cover all of the low-level
coordination details. This problem is further exacerbated when the designer must create
new plans for each new systemwide task or set of agents. Third, it is often difficult to
locate and recruit relevant agents for integration in a distributed, open environment. There
are other challenges as well (e.g., agent communication languages), but this article focuses
on the three listed here.
We begin with a discussion of the coordination challenge in agent integration. To
address this challenge, our architecture, called Teamcore,1 focuses on general-purpose
teamwork capabilities. Existing theories of teamwork, such as joint intentions [6] and
SharedPlans [9], provide an analytical framework for designing coordination behavior
with strong guarantees. This research laid the theoretical groundwork for implemented
systems that demonstrated the real-world utility of teamwork in designing robust
organizations of agents that coordinate amongst themselves [14, 32, 33]. Based on these
successful applications of teamwork to closed multiagent systems, the key hypothesis
behind Teamcore is that teamwork among agents can enhance robust execution even
among heterogeneous agents in an open environment. No matter how diverse the agents
may be, if they act as team members, then we can expect them to act responsibly towards
each other, to cover for each other’s execution failures, and to exchange key information.
Therefore, our integration architecture is founded on powerful in-built teamwork
capabilities. Essentially, the architecture enables teamwork among agents with no
coordination capabilities, and it establishes and automates consistent teamwork among
agents with some coordination capabilities, by providing them with a proxy capable of
general teamwork reasoning. Each proxy contains a general teamwork model for such
reasoning, which it uses to provide consistent team readiness to the heterogeneous agent it
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represents. Since team members behave responsibly towards each other, a team formed
using such proxies can achieve its goals robustly, with agents automatically covering for
failed teammates, supplying key information to help each other, etc. The novelty of our
architecture stems from these in-built teamwork capabilities that provide the required
robustness and flexibility in agent integration, without requiring modification of the agents
themselves. This contrasts with other architectures such as OAA [20] that provide
centralized facilitators, but require the hand-generated addition of such teamwork
capabilities to the agents being integrated. The distributed nature of Teamcore also avoids
any centralized bottlenecks and central points of failure.
We have implemented our Teamcore architecture using STEAM [32] as the proxies’
teamwork model. STEAM provides a reusable, general-purpose teamwork module that
encapsulates reasoning about common teamwork coordination, including contingencies
in such coordination. STEAM has already proven effective in multiple coordination
domains, so it forms a natural basis for providing normative teamwork capabilities in the
more open, heterogeneous environments that Teamcore addresses. Given the STEAM
module, the Teamcore proxies automatically generate the required coordination actions
in executing their tasks. They communicate amongst themselves to ensure coherent
execution of the tasks and to disseminate relevant information to the appropriate team
members.
Beyond the forms of failures covered by their teamwork model, the Teamcore proxies
must also handle other threatening contingencies (e.g., small changes in agents’ response
times during a run). To address such contingencies, the Teamcore proxies adapt to the
needs and performance of specific individual agents. Teamcore’s teamwork knowledge
provides a critical foundation for this adaptation, by providing a layer of abstraction that
structures the learning process — learning coordination knowledge from scratch for each
and every possible contingency is very expensive in general. Currently, the proxies adapt
in two different ways to the agents they represent. First, agents vary in the degree to which
they can perform their own coordination actions. Each Teamcore proxy must have
adjustable autonomy and adapt its level of decision-making autonomy in its team
activities, so that it defers the appropriate decisions to the human or agent it represents.
Second, during runtime in a dynamic environment, an agent’s performance may deviate
from its normal behavior (e.g., an agent’s response time suddenly grows longer). For
robust execution of the overall task, the proxies can perform dynamic plan alteration, to
adapt to the current performance of the agents involved.
Because the Teamcore proxies automatically generate the required coordination actions
in executing their plans, they shield the human developer from the second agent
integration challenge of generating all of the low-level coordination details by hand. With
the Teamcore architecture, we can exploit the proxies’ reusable general teamwork
knowledge to support abstract plan specification through team-oriented programming.
Through team-oriented programming, a developer specifies a hierarchical organization and
its goals and plans, abstracting away from coordination details. KARMA, our Knowledgeable Agent Resources Manager Assistant, can aid the developer in conquering the
third agent integration challenge by locating agents that match the specified organization’s
requirements and assisting in allocating organizational roles to these agents. Team-oriented
programming provides a level of abstraction that can be used on top of previous
approaches to agent-oriented programming [28].
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Section 2 motivates the requirements for agent integration by describing the two
multiagent domains to which we have applied the Teamcore architecture. Section 3
describes the coordination capabilities of the Teamcore proxies and how they enforce
robust execution. Section 4 describes how a software developer can design a multiagent
organization through team-oriented programming. Section 5 describes Teamcore’s various
degrees of adaptivity. Section 6 evaluates our framework’s ability to address the
integration challenges presented by the two domains. Section 7 compares other agent
integration architectures related to Teamcore. Section 8 summarizes the contributions of
the work presented here.

2.

Motivation

This paper describes, illustrates, and discusses the Teamcore framework using two
concrete examples — evacuation of civilians stranded in a hostile area and human
collaboration — where we have successfully applied this framework. The rest of this
section provides more detailed descriptions of these two domains.
2.1. Application 1: Evacuation rehearsal
In the evacuation domain, the goal is an integrated system for simulated mission rehearsal
of the evacuation of civilians from a threatened location. The system must enable a human
commander to interactively provide locations of the stranded civilians, safe areas for
evacuation, and other key points. A set of simulated helicopters should fly a coordinated
mission to evacuate the civilians. The integrated system must plan routes to avoid known
obstacles, dynamically obtain information about enemy threats, and change routes when
needed. The following agents were available:
– Quickset: (from P. Cohen et al., Oregon Graduate Institute) Multimodal command input
agents [C++, Windows NT] [5]
– Route planner: (from Sycara et al., Carnegie-Mellon University) Retsina path planner
for aircraft [C++, Windows NT] [30]
– Ariadne: (from Minton et al., USC Information Sciences Institute) Database engine for
dynamic threats [Lisp, Unix] [18]
– Helicopter pilots: (from Tambe, USC Information Sciences Institute) Pilot agents for
simulated helicopters [Soar, Unix]
As this list illustrates, the agents are developed by different research groups, they
are written in different languages, they run on different operating systems, they may
be distributed geographically (e.g., on machines at different universities), and they have
no pre-existing teamwork capabilities. There are actually 11 agents overall, including
the Ariadne, route-planner, Quickset, and eight different helicopters (some for transport,
some for escort). These agents provided a fixed specification of possible communication and task capabilities. Thus, the challenge in this domain lies in getting this
diverse set of distributed agents to work together, without directly modifying the agents
themselves.
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2.2. Application 2: Assisting human collaboration
We have also applied Teamcore to assist human collaboration in our research team by
automating many of our routine coordination tasks. Here, the agents to be integrated are
members of our research group. The proxies know their users’ scheduled meetings
(by monitoring their calendars) and their whereabouts (e.g., whether they are working
at their workstations). The Teamcore proxies must then assist in robust execution of
team activities such as meetings. For example, if a user is still working at his/her
workstation at the time of the meeting (e.g., to finish a paper), others should be
automatically informed of an appropriate meeting delay. The overall system must also
assign people to roles within team activities (e.g., selecting someone to give a presentation
at a weekly research group meeting).
This system faces the daunting challenges of the users’ heterogeneity (e.g., different
presentation capabilities for different topics) and the larger scale of the team activities
(e.g., each person is a member of multiple subgroups and has multiple meetings). In
addition, the system cannot simply assign tasks for people, as it would the software agents
of the evacuation domain. The system must also provide reliable communication with the
users to perform these coordination tasks. One interaction mechanism available is the use
of dialog boxes on the user’s workstation display. Within our research group, five
members currently have PDAs or WAP-enabled cellular phones that the system can also
exploit for interactions. In addition, the PDA can also provide location information if
connected to a Global Positioning System (GPS) device (as in Figure 1). As a final means
of communication, a proxy can send email to a project assistant or some other third party
who can contact the user directly to pass on the message.
Since the initial submission of this article, this domain has evolved into the ‘‘Electric
Elves’’ domain [4, 27] and has been reported in the popular press as well (USA Today,
http://www.usatoday.com).

3.

Teamcore: Robust execution of team plans

Figure 2 shows the overall Teamcore framework for building agent organizations. The
numbered arrows show the typical stages of interactions in this system. In stage 1, human

Figure 1. PDA (Palm VII) with GPS device and WAP-enabled cellular phone for wireless, handheld
communication between proxy and user.
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Figure 2. Teamcore framework: Teamcore proxies for heterogeneous domain agents.

developers interact with a team-oriented programming interface (TOPI) to specify a teamoriented program, consisting of an organization and its team plans. TOPI communicates
this specification to KARMA in stage 2. In stage 3, KARMA derives the requirements for
roles in the organization, and searches for agents with relevant expertise (called domain
agents in Figure 2). To this end, KARMA queries different middle agents, white pages
(Agent Naming Service), etc. Once it has located these domain agents, KARMA further
assists a developer in assigning agents to organizational roles.
Having thus fully defined a team-oriented program, the developer launches the Teamcore proxies that jointly execute the team plans of the team-oriented program. To perform
the coordination necessary for this execution, the proxies broadcast information among
themselves via multiple broadcast nets (stage 4). The Teamcore proxies execute the team
plans and, in the process, also generate specific requests and process the replies of their
domain agents (stage 5). KARMA also eavesdrops on the various broadcasts to monitor
the Teamcore proxies’ progress (stage 6), which it displays to the software developer for
debugging purposes. All communication among Teamcore proxies, between a domain
agent and its Teamcore proxy, and between a Teamcore proxy and KARMA currently
occurs via the KQML agent communication language [8].
To ensure robust execution, the Teamcore architecture transforms agents of all types into
a set of consistent team players. As described in Section 1 and as illustrated in Figure 2, we
achieve this team readiness among heterogeneous agents by providing each agent with a
Teamcore proxy. The distributed Teamcore proxies, based on the Soar [21] rule-based
integrated agent architecture, execute their joint plans in a distributed fashion and
coordinate as a team during this execution. Section 3.1 describes the contents of the
STEAM module that encodes the definition of team readiness that the Teamcore proxies
use in coordination. Section 3.2 describes how the Teamcore proxies apply this definition
in coordinating the actions of their domain agents.
3.1. STEAM: Making heterogeneous agents team ready
Each proxy contains the STEAM domain-independent teamwork module, responsible for
Teamcore’s teamwork reasoning [32, 33]. The STEAM algorithm is specified in detail in
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Appendix A. We have implemented the algorithm using production rules in Soar [21],
with examples shown in Appendix B. Implementations of the algorithm in other
architectures are also possible. We can categorize the rules as providing three different
types of high-level functionality, as discussed below:
Coherence preserving rules require team members to communicate with each other to ensure
coherent initiation and termination of team plans. Coherent initiation ensures that all
members of the team begin joint execution of the same team plan at the same time.
Therefore, these rules prevent a helicopter from flying to its destination before all the other
members of its flight team are ready to begin as well. Coherent termination requires that a
team member inform others if it uncovers crucial information. We define ‘‘crucial
information’’ as any condition that indicates that the team plan is achieved, unachievable, or
irrelevant. For instance, the rules prescribe that anyone who is going to be late for a meeting
must notify the other attendees, since the achievability of the meeting is now threatened.
Monitor and repair rules ensure that team members make an effort to observe the
performance of their teammates, in case any of them should fail. If a critical team member
(or subteam) should fail, we ensure that a capable team member (or subteam) takes over the
role of the failed agent. For instance, the presenter at a research group meeting has a critical
role with respect to the corresponding team plan, since without a presenter, the meeting
will fail. Therefore, these rules specify that the team continuously monitor the presenter’s
ability to fulfill this role. If the presenter is unable to attend, these rules require that the
team find some other capable team member to step in and give the presentation instead.
Selectivity-in-communication rules use decision theory to weigh communication costs and
benefits to avoid excessive communication in the team. We thus ensure that the team
performs coordination actions whose value in achieving coherent behavior outweighs the
cost of communication. For instance, in the evacuation domain, communication is
moderately expensive, due to the risk of enemy eavesdropping. Therefore, these rules
would prescribe communication only when there is a sufficiently high likelihood and cost
of miscoordination (e.g., transport helicopters arriving at rendezvous point at a different
time from their escorts). Communication is much less costly in the human collaboration
domain; however, the likelihood of miscoordination is also much lower, since the human
team members perform some coordination actions themselves. For instance, the rules
would not require communication to initiate a meeting plan, since all of the attendees
have already entered the meeting into their calendar programs. On the other hand, the
rules do require communication if an attendee is unable to arrive on time, since the other
attendees are unlikely to know this information without any communication.
STEAM’s 300 Soar rules are available in the public domain and have proven successful in
several different domains reported in the literature. The novelty in the current work lies in
the extensions to STEAM that enable the application of its rules to a much broader class of
agents and problem domains.
3.2. Teamcore’s interface with domain agents
In previous work [32, 33], STEAM resided directly in the domain agent’s knowledge
base, which is often difficult (if not impossible) to implement in an open, heterogeneous
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Figure 3. Reasoning components of a Teamcore proxy and interactions with domain agent.

environment. By placing STEAM’s teamwork knowledge (rules) in a separate Teamcore
proxy, we no longer need to modify code in the domain agent. However, the Teamcore
proxy must now contain an interface module for communication with the domain agent,
as illustrated in Figure 3.2 In particular, the STEAM rules enable the Teamcore proxies
to automatically communicate with each other to maintain team coherence and recover
from member failures. In contrast, the interface module enables a Teamcore proxy to
communicate with its domain agent, by translating the state of the team’s execution into
individual tasks and monitoring requests.
The Teamcore proxy generates task requests according to the role assigned to its
corresponding domain agent in the organization. If the overall state of the team’s
execution requires that a domain agent now perform a particular task, its Teamcore
proxy generates the appropriate request message, based on the domain agent’s interface
specification and the proxy’s knowledge of the state of the team plan. The proxy’s
adherence to the STEAM rules ensures that its beliefs about the state of the team plan
agree with those of its teammates. Thus, the proxy is sure that its domain agent will
perform the requested task in synchronization with its teammates. The domain agent can
then process the resulting task request, without necessarily being burdened with understanding the larger team context.
The domain agent returns any result it may produce to its Teamcore proxy. The
proxy may then communicate the result to its teammates, as mandated by STEAM’s
coherence-preserving rules. Again, the domain agent need not know anything about
the overall team context. In the case of a simple agent that provides responses to a
fixed set of queries, it sees only a request from its Teamcore proxy that it processes
and responds to, just as it would for any other individual client. However, the result
of the domain agent’s actions still produce the desired teamwide effects, since the
Teamcore proxy forwards the result to those teammates to whom the new information
is relevant.
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The Teamcore proxies generate monitoring requests in a similar fashion, except that
multiple team members may perform the same monitoring task without regard to any
assigned roles within the organization. Thus, multiple proxies may send requests to their
corresponding domain agents for more robust monitoring. One key interesting issue in this
architecture is that it is often the domain agent, and not the Teamcore proxy, that has
access to information relevant to the achievement, irrelevance, and unachievability of the
team plans (e.g., an information-gathering agent can search a database for known threats to
a team of helicopters). Yet, only the Teamcore proxy knows the current team plans, so the
domain agent may not know what observations are relevant (e.g., threats to the helicopters
are relevant), necessitating communication about monitoring. For each team plan, the
Teamcore proxies already maintain the termination conditions — conditions that make the
team plan achieved, irrelevant, or unachievable. Each Teamcore proxy also maintains a
specification of what its domain agent can observe. Thus, if a domain agent can observe
conditions that reflect the achievement, irrelevance, or unachievability of a team plan, then
the Teamcore proxy automatically requests it to monitor any change in those conditions.
The response from the domain agent may be communicated with other Teamcore proxies,
through the usual STEAM procedures.
The Teamcore proxies can similarly translate STEAM’s monitor and repair rules into
appropriate messages for the domain agents. For instance, in the human collaboration
domain, each proxy monitors its user’s ability to attend the meeting on time, perhaps
asking the user directly. If the user responds that s/he is unable to attend, the proxy follows
the STEAM rules and automatically forwards this information to the rest of the team. If the
user fills a critical role in the meeting plan (e.g., s/he is the presenter), then the team must
repair the plan before proceeding. The proxies, again following the STEAM rules, first
determine whether their users have the capability of taking on the role, perhaps by asking
directly. Finally, the proxies follow the STEAM repair rules to fill the role with one of the
users whom they determine to be capable and then notify the selected user.
Thus, the overall interface between a Teamcore proxy and its domain-level agent
performs the following three tasks:
– If executing a team plan, a, which has termination conditions, send the conditions to the
domain agent for monitoring
– If executing an individual plan that results in a task, send the task to be performed by the
domain agent
– If the information sent by the domain agent matches the termination conditions of a
team plan, use the STEAM algorithm as specified in Appendix A.

4.

Team-oriented programming

Because the Teamcore proxies automatically handle much of the necessary coordination
among the agents executing the desired tasks, the developer can specify those tasks at a
more convenient abstract level through team-oriented programming. Section 4.1 describes
how our JAVA-based TOPI helps a software developer in building an agent organization.
Section 4.2 describes how KARMA can aid the developer by locating relevant agents and
assisting in allocation of roles to such agents.
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4.1. Constructing team plans and organization
The developer begins specifying an organization of interest via team-oriented programming, in which the developer specifies three key aspects of a team: a team organization
hierarchy, a hierarchy of reactive team plans, and assignments of agents to plans. The team
organization hierarchy consists of roles for individuals and for groups of agents. For
example, Figure 4-a illustrates a portion of the organization hierarchy of the roles involved
with the evacuation scenario (described in more detail in Section 2.1). Each leaf node
corresponds to a role for an individual agent, while the internal noes correspond to
(sub)teams of these roles. Task Force is thus the highest level team in this organization,
while Orders-Obtainer is an individual role.
The second aspect of team-oriented programming is specifying a hierarchy of reactive
team plans. While these reactive team plans are much like reactive plans for individual
agents, the key difference is that the team plans explicitly express joint activities. The
reactive team plans require that the developer specify the: (i) initiation conditions under
which the plan is to be proposed; (ii) termination conditions under which the plan is to be
ended, specifically, the conditions when the reactive team plan is achieved, irrelevant or
unachievable; and (iii) team-level actions to execute as part of the plan. Figure 4-b shows
an example from the evacuation scenario (please ignore the bracketed names for now).
Here, high-level reactive team plans, such as Evacuate, typically decompose into other
team plans, such as Process-orders (to interpret orders provided by a human commander).
Process-orders is itself achieved via other sub-plans such as Obtain-orders. The precise
detail of how to execute a leaf-level plan such as Obtain-orders is left unspecified —
thus both simplifying the specification, and allowing for the use of different agents to
execute this plan.
The software developer must also specify domain-specific plan-sequencing constraints
on the execution of team plans. In the example of Figure 4, the plan Landing-ZoneManeuvers has two subplans: Mask-Observe which involves observing the landing zone
while hidden, and Pickup to pick people up from the landing zone. The developer must
specify the domain-specific sequencing constraint that a subteam assigned to perform
Pickup cannot do so until the other subteam assigned Mask-Observe has reached its
observing locations.
The third aspect of team-oriented programming is the assignment of agents to plans. This
is done by first assigning the roles in the organization hierarchy to plans and then assigning

Figure 4. The evacuation scenario: (a) Partial organization hierarchy; (b) Partial team plan hierarchy.
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agents to roles. Assigning only abstract roles rather than actual agents to plans provides a
useful level of abstraction: new agents can be more quickly (re)assigned when needed.
Figure 4-b shows the assignment of roles to the reactive plan hierarchy for the evacuation
domain (in brackets adjacent to the plans). For instance, Task Force team is assigned to
jointly perform Evacuate, while the individual Orders-obtainer role is assigned to the leaflevel Obtain-orders plan. Associated with such leaf-level plans are specifications of the
requirements to perform the plan. For instance, for Obtain-orders, the requirement is to
interact with a human. A role inherits the requirements from each plan that it is assigned to.
Thus, the requirements of a role are the union of the requirements of all of its assigned
plans. The assignment of agents to roles is discussed in the next subsection.
The real key here is what is not specified in the team-oriented program: details of how to
realize the coordination specified, e.g., how members of Task Force should jointly execute
Evacuate. Thus, for instance, the developer does not have to program any synchronization
actions, because the coherence preservation rules of the proxies’ STEAM module generate
them automatically, as described in Section 3.1. Thus, during execution, synchronization
actions among members of Task Force are automatically enforced, both with respect to the
time of plan execution and the identity of the plan (i.e., all members will choose the same
plan out of a set of multiple candidates). Similarly, there is no need to specify the
coordination actions for coherently terminating reactive team plans; such actions are
automatically executed by the proxies in accordance with the STEAM rules. Domainspecific plan-sequencing constraints, such as the one between Mask-Observe and Pickup
discussed above, are also automatically enforced.
Likewise, the developer does not have to specify how team members should cover for
each other in case of failures; rather, the proxies use the STEAM rules for monitoring and
repair to automatically replace fallen teammates. The team-oriented programming phase
automatically generates the required capabilities for each role in the organization, as well
as the capabilities of each available agent. If an agent should fail during execution, the
proxies can follow the STEAM rules to automatically find any available replacements for
each of its roles based on these capability requirements.
Figure 5 shows a sample screenshot from TOPI used in programming the evacuation
scenario, where the three panes correspond to the plan hierarchy (left pane), organization

Figure 5. TOPI snapshot from generating team-oriented program for the evacuation scenario.
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hierarchy (middle pane), and the domain agents (right pane). The left pane essentially
reflects the diagram 4-b, e.g., Task Force has been assigned to execute Evacuate.
Associated with each entity are its properties, e.g., associated with each plan are its
coordination constraints, preconditions, assigned subteam, and so on.
4.2. Searching and assigning agents
As mentioned in the previous section, the team-oriented program assigns organizational
roles to team plans. KARMA, our Knowledgeable Agent Resources Manager Assistant,
derives requirements for these individual roles in the organization based on this assignment. KARMA searches for agents whose capabilities match these requirements. By
limiting the search for available agents to just the organizational requirements, KARMA
avoids overwhelming the software developer with a list of all available agents.
KARMA has multiple agent sources at its disposal: middle agents, local white pages
directories of known agents, and other registry services. For instance, KARMA can query
the AMatchMaker middle agent [7] by sending it a KQML message specifying an
advertisement template. AMatchMaker returns descriptions of those agents whose advertised capabilities match the template. In addition, KARMA can search its own database of
previously used agents or the local white pages service. KARMA is also interfaced with
the agent registration and interconnection services provided by the Grid, as developed
under the DARPA CoABS program [11].
Thus, from these different sources, KARMA compiles a list of relevant agents, and their
properties, including address (host and port) and capabilities (some information, such as
reliability, is available to KARMA from previous experience). From this list of relevant
agents (in TOPI’s right pane in Figure 5), the developer can assign agents to the roles in
the specified organization. Once the developer has made an assignment, KARMA checks
that the assignment is valid with respect to the plan requirements. This check is done in
three steps. First, KARMA verifies that each agent has the capabilities required by its
assigned role, where these requirements are derived from all of the role’s assigned plans.
Second, KARMA proceeds bottom-up through the team-plan hierarchy, recursively
propagating the verification to the team operators as well. Third, KARMA verifies that
basic constraints of an organization hierarchy are maintained, e.g., a child is not assigned
higher than its parent in the plan hierarchy. The developer may also choose to allow
KARMA to do the assignment automatically, which KARMA may do using a greedy
approach, i.e., assigning to each role the first available agent that has all of the required
capabilities.
Once the developer has used KARMA to fill in the required roles in the organization,
the team-oriented programming phase is complete, and the Teamcore proxies can begin
execution of the team plans, as described in Section 3.

5.

Adapting to team member heterogeneity

This section focuses on the adaptive capabilities of the Teamcore proxies. These
capabilities extend the proxies’ fundamental coordination capabilities, as described in
Section 3.
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5.1. Dynamic plan alteration
The Teamcore proxies’ general-purpose teamwork knowledge ensures that the execution
of the team-oriented program is robust even in the face of complete failures of agents.
However, the heterogeneity of the agents and the dynamics of the environment raise other
types of dangerous situations as well. For instance, the developer may have designed the
team-oriented program based on certain performance models of the agents involved,
perhaps including response times, quality of solution, etc. In dynamic, real-world
execution, it is possible that an agent’s actual performance may deviate from its normal
behavior. If the deviation is large enough, the developer may prefer a different teamoriented program than the original. In some cases, a domain agent may be alive but
responding more slowly than it usually does. The team may not be able to wait indefinitely
for the agent’s response; on the other hand, the agent’s response presumably has some
value, so the team cannot simply give up whenever an agent takes longer than usual to
respond. It is thus important that the Teamcore proxies be able to make runtime decisions
about plan execution based on the performance of the domain agents.
We have designed the Teamcore architecture to allow dynamic decisions about
whether to include or exclude any optional plans. Each Teamcore proxy has an initial
specification of its domain agent’s capabilities, including parameters such as response
time (e.g., average, min/max response times are recorded from past runs). However, if
the actual runtime performance of a domain agent greatly differs from expectations (e.g.,
so that the cost in agent response time greatly exceeds the benefits from its results), the
Teamcore proxies together modify the optional plans and avoid using this particular
domain agent.
Teamcore’s plan representation for this decision-making is similar to that used by
existing approaches to decision-theoretic planning [2]. Each plan has associated preconditions and postconditions, but unlike in a logical plan formalism, the plan specification
here includes a probability distribution over the possible values of the postcondition state
features, conditioned on the possible values of the precondition state features. For instance,
in the evacuation scenario, the team plan for planning a route around obstacles (e.g., no-fly
zones) is optional. A specification for the route-planning team plan could state that if there
is a no-fly zone between the origin and destination points, then there is 50% chance that
the resulting route will be twice as long as the straight-line distance, but it will also be safer
because it avoids the no-fly zone. On the other hand, if there is no no-fly zone, then it has a
0% chance of being longer, since the resulting route will be exactly the straight-line route.
The Teamcore proxies can examine the various combinations of the optional plans,
composing the probabilistic effects of the separate plans to determine the preconditions,
postconditions, and distribution over the entire sequence. The developer can then specify a
utility function over postconditions to represent the value of time, the cost of crossing a
no-fly zone, etc. The Teamcore proxies can thus evaluate the expected utility over the
possible sequences of team plans, where different sequences are generated by including or
excluding optional plans. The Teamcore proxies begin executing a plan sequence that they
determine (a priori) to be optimal given the probability of various outcomes over that
sequence and the specified utility function.
However, the proxies can dynamically choose to omit optional plans if a particular
domain agent’s response time should deviate from the expected time cost. For instance, if
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they had initially decided to include the route planning plan, but the route planner is taking
longer than expected, the Teamcore proxies can compare their current plan sequence
against alternate candidates (e.g., flying in straight-line, but unsafe, paths), taking into
account the increased cost of the current response time. If the time cost outweighs the
value of route planning, the Teamcore proxies can change sequences and skip the routeplanning step, knowing that they are saving in the overall value of their execution.
In theory, to fully support such decision-theoretic evaluation, the developer must specify
the value of executing each team plan in terms of its time cost and possible outcomes. We
would then represent these as a probability distribution and utility function over possible
states, with Pr( q1|q0, p) representing the probability of reaching state q1 after executing
plan p in state q0, and with U( q, p) representing the utility derived from executing plan p
in state q. However, to ensure that the decision-theoretic evaluation remains practical,
several approximations are used. First, the states here are not complete representations of
the team state, but rather of only those features that are relevant to the optional plans. For
instance, when evaluating route planning, the Teamcore proxies consider only the length
of the route and whether that route crosses a no-fly zone prior to route-planning. Second,
the decision-theoretic evaluation is done in terms of only the more abstract plans in our
team-plan hierarchy, so developers need not provide detailed execution information about
all plans, and Teamcore proxies need not engage in very detailed decision-theoretic
evaluations. Third, for most plans, the derived utility is simply taken as a negative time
cost. However, in the evacuation scenario, the team plans corresponding to helicopter
flight have a value that increases when the helicopters reach their destination and that
decreases with any time spent within a no-fly zone.
The probability distribution over outcomes allows the developer to capture the value of
plans that have no inherent utility, but only gather and modify the team’s information. For
instance, the mission begins either in state qsafe with an overall route that does not cross
any no-fly zones or in state qunsafe with a route that does. The developer also specifies an
initial distribution Pr( q) for the likelihood of these states. When executing the routeplanning plan in state qunsafe, the route planner creates a route around no-fly zones, so we
enter state qsafe with a very high probability. The developer then provides the relative value
of executing the flight plan in the two states through the utility function values U( qsafe,
flight) and U( qunsafe, flight).
The Teamcore proxies use this probability and utility information to select the sequence
of plans p0, p1, . . ., pn that maximizes their expected utility. In the evacuation scenario,
there are only four such sequences, because only two team plans (out of the total of 40) are
optional. They reevaluate their choice only when conditions (i.e., agent response times)
have changed significantly. Thus, whenever a domain agent associated with either of these
plans takes longer than usual to respond, its Teamcore proxy can find the optimal time
(with respect to the specified utility function) for terminating the current informationgathering step and using a different plan sequence for the rest of the team-oriented
program.
5.2. Adapting the level of autonomy
The central notion behind the Teamcore architecture is the use of proxies to create team
players out of agents who may not know how to work together. However, agents differ in
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their abilities to coordinate themselves. Many agents know how to do only their particular
task, servicing requests without any regard for the larger multiagent context. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, people can perform complicated coordination themselves
and are thus less reliant on the Teamcore proxies for ensuring proper coordination. In fact,
there are potential overlaps (and perhaps even conflicts) between the coordination actions
taken by a Teamcore proxy and those preferred by the user it represents. People have
strong preferences about what plans and actions they want their proxies to adopt on their
behalf. Within the Teamcore architecture, proxies mediate all coordination, but it is
important that they respect the preferences of the agents on whose behalf they act, while
still fulfilling their responsibilities at the team level. Ideally, the Teamcore proxies should
act autonomously in only those areas where there is no overlap, but they should certainly
avoid performing coordination actions that their agents do not want taken.
A key challenge in integrating heterogeneous agents is that these conflicts may occur in
different cases for different agents. For instance, in the human collaboration application
(discussed in more detail in Section 2.2), a Teamcore proxy may commit its user to
substitute for a missing discussion leader, knowing that its user is proficient in the
discussion topics. However, the user may or may not want the proxy to autonomously
make this commitment. The decision may vary from person to person, and may depend on
many diverse factors. Conversely, though, restricting the proxy to always confirm its
decision with the user is also undesirable, since it would then often overwhelm the user
with confirmation requests for trivial decisions.
Thus, it is important that a proxy have the right level of autonomy. Yet, to avoid handtuning such autonomy for each person (or agent), it is critical for a proxy to automatically
adapt its autonomy to a suitable level. We rely on a supervised learning approach
(C4.5 [24]) using user feedback as the input data. Here, a key issue that contrasts our
work with previous work on autonomy adaptation (e.g., [26]) is that the the level of
autonomy is not only dependent on the individual but also on the the other agents being
integrated. For instance, in the discussion leader example above, the number of other
attendees and their state might be factors in the autonomy decision. Thus, in our approach
we emphasize the use of knowledge about other team members (in addition to the
preferences of the integrated agent) in using supervised learning techniques. Each proxy
learns what decisions it can take autonomously, and what decision need be confirmed with
the agent it represents in the context of particular scenarios involving other agents.
Specifically, the Teamcore proxies for people can make coordination and repair
decisions autonomously to aid in team activities like meetings (e.g., the human collaboration domain). Eleven attributes are used in learning, some of which have been inspired
by existing meeting scheduling systems, such as MeetingMaker,3 which include meeting
location, time, resources reserved, etc. However, other attributes describe the state of the
other agents participating in the meeting — e.g., the number of persons attending and the
most important member attending (in terms of the organizational hierarchy). These
attributes are extracted from the user’s schedule files, organizational charts, etc. In the
training phase, a proxy suggests a coordination decision and a query as to whether the user
would wish it to make such a decision autonomously. The proxies use C4.5 [24] to learn a
decision tree from the interactions with their users. Each proxy thus learns what situations
are appropriate for autonomous actions (decision tree dauto : states ! {autonomous, not
autonomous}), as well as which autonomous actions are appropriate for those situations
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(decision tree dact : states ! actions). In all other situations, the proxy defers to the user’s
choice before acting. The overall algorithm is as follows:
– If proxy faced with a coordination decision in state, s:


If dauto(s) ¼ autonomous:
* Perform action dact(s)
 Else: /* Agent should not act autonomously */
* Ask user for input
* Upon receiving user input, a, perform action a
Since the submission of this article, our further work into adjustable autonomy has
resulted in changes and extensions to our approach [22, 27].

6.

Evaluation

Our application of the Teamcore framework to the two application domains described in
Section 2 has provided rich testbeds for evaluating the architecture’s ability to successfully
coordinate agents. Section 6.1 discusses the Teamcore architecture’s ability to support
robust coordination within the two domains. Section 6.2 discusses the advantages that
team-oriented programming provided in integrating the agents in the two domains. Section
6.3 discusses the effectiveness of the architecture’s adaptive capabilities.
6.1. Evaluation of robust execution of team plans
One key aspect of evaluation is robustness, one of the motivations for the teamwork
foundations of Teamcore. In both application domains, we used our Teamcore framework
to specify the necessary team-oriented program, assign domain agents, and launch their
proxies, which then successfully and robustly executed the team-oriented program. The
overall system runs successfully, continuing even in the face of software failures in
individual agents; instead, the Teamcore proxies of the remaining agents try to substitute
another agent with relevant expertise if necessary (the maintenance-and-repair rules of
STEAM) and/or show graceful degradation. For instance, if the route planner or its
Teamcore proxy were to suddenly crash, the system does not halt. Instead, it reverts back
to using straight-line paths.
In the evacuation domain, we built an agent organization from the 11 available domain
agents (listed in Section 2.1, with eight separate helicopter pilot agents). The team-oriented
program contained 43 reactive team plans. KARMA located the domain agents based on
the team-oriented program and the specified organization hierarchy (although, this
particular research collaboration was pre-arranged with the other groups). The Teamcore
proxies then successfully executed the team-oriented program. In other words, they
communicated with each other when appropriate and generated the correct tasking and
monitoring requests for the domain agents. To demonstrate the robustness of the resulting
agent organizations, the Teamcore-based system for evacuation rehearsal has often been
demonstrated live outside our laboratory.
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Figure 6. Number of daily coordination messages exchanged by proxies over three-month period.

In the human collaboration domain, as of the writing of this paper, the proxies have run
24 hours/day, 7 days/week for three months.4 We have designed, implemented, and
deployed proxies to coordinate the activities for fifteen members of our research division.
Here, the team-oriented program contains 15 reactive team plans, but each team member
has multiple instantiations of many of these plans. For instance, there are several different
Successful-meeting team plans active in parallel, one for each meeting the user has
scheduled in the coming week. Figure 6 plots the number of daily messages exchanged by
the proxies while coordinating these plans. The size of the counts demonstrates the large
amount of coordination actions necessary in managing all of the plans, while the high
variability of the daily count illustrates the dynamic nature of the domain.
The distributed Teamcore architecture is well-suited to this domain, since people can
maintain control of their own proxies, rather than centralizing the control and meeting
information. Each proxy serves its user’s interests in dealing with team-level activities.
Thus, the proxy reasons about the user’s willingness to accept joint activities and assigned
roles within those activities. This reasoning requires that the proxies monitor their users’
state and make decisions (possibly without any user input) about what they should report
about that state to the team in the service of team goals.
The proxy often needs to interact with its user, whether to inform the user of a change in
the status of a joint activity (e.g., a rescheduled meeting) or to ask for information before
acting on a joint activity (e.g., whether the user wants a meeting delayed). As described in
Section 2.2, the proxy exploits the user’s workstation displays, any available PDAs, and
email to third parties. The workstation display provides a simple Graphical User Interface
(GUI) that allows the user to view what joint activities the proxy is currently monitoring.
The GUI allows the user to initiate certain actions without waiting for the proxy to make
them autonomously. The proxy displays the user’s schedule and any informative messages
on the PDA. The proxy can also pop up a dialog box on the PDA for feedback.
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6.2. Evaluation of team-oriented programming
One key dimension of the benefits of Teamcore proxy’s in-built teamwork capabilities is in
the abstraction provided by team-oriented programming. One key alternative to such an inbuilt teamwork model is reproducing all of Teamcore’s capabilities via domain-specific
coordination plans. In such a domain-specific implementation, about 10 separate domainspecific coordination plans would be required for each of the 40 team plans in Teamcore
[32]. That is, we would require potentially hundreds of domain-specific coordination plans
to reproduce Teamcore’s capabilities to coordinate among each other for this domain
alone. In contrast, with Teamcore, no coordination plans were written for inter-Teamcore
communication. Instead, such communications occurred automatically from the specifications of team plans. Thus, it would appear that Teamcore has significantly alleviated the
coding effort for coordination plans.
The Teamcore proxies’ use of STEAM’s selectivity in communication provides the
additional benefit of automatically minimizing the amount of communication needed for
proper coordination. Figure 7 shows the number of messages exchanged over time in
different runs. The X axis measures the time elapsed while the Y axis shows the
cumulative number of messages exchanged on a log scale. The ‘‘normal’’ run shows
the number of messages typically exchanged among the Teamcore proxies for the
evacuation scenario with time. The key here is that these approximately 100 messages
are automatically generated by the Teamcore proxies. The ‘‘cautious’’ run shows the
number of messages (approximately 1000) exchanged among the Teamcore proxies
without the decision-theoretic communication selectivity in Teamcore, illustrating both
the overhead reduction via such reasoning and the difficulty of hand-coding coordination
(simple hand-coded coordination may lead to significant overheads). Finally, the ‘‘failure’’
run shows the messages exchanged among the proxies if the Ariadne agent were to crash
unexpectedly (in the course of a ‘‘normal’’ run). To compensate for such failure, there is an
initial increase in the total messages; but once the proxies compensate for the failure, fewer
messages are exchanged, so that the total messages in the ‘‘failure’’ and ‘‘normal’’ runs is
roughly the same.
Team-oriented programming also simplifies organizational modifications. Our framework appears to facilitate changes to the team, at least compared with the alternative of

Figure 7. Comparison of messages exchanged.
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domain-specific coordination. For instance, the route planner was the last addition to the
team. It required few modifications to the team-oriented program. To extend the organizational hierarchy, we simply added the route planner as a member of Task Force. We then
added the Process-Routes branch of the plan hierarchy to allow for route planning. This
branch involves very simple plans where the Teamcore proxy submits a request for
planning a particular route, waits for the reply by the route planner, and then communicates the new route to the other team members according to STEAM’s coherencepreserving rules. Again, no new coordination rules were required. It is similarly easy to
modify the organization in the human collaboration example, where members join and
leave, and teams form and dissolve.
6.3. Evaluation of adaptation
6.3.1. Evaluation of dynamic plan alteration. We can also evaluate the benefit of
Teamcore’s runtime plan modification capabilities (see Section 5.1). Figure 8 shows the
results of varying Ariadne’s response times on the time of the overall mission execution. In
the evacuation plan, Ariadne provides information about missile locations along a
particular route. If there are missiles present, the proxies instruct the helicopters to fly
at a higher altitude to be out of range. The organization could save itself the time involved
with querying Ariadne by simply having the helicopters always fly at the higher safe
altitude. However, the helicopters fly slower at the higher altitude, so the query is
sometimes worthwhile, depending on Ariadne’s response time. In Figure 8, we can see
that when Ariadne’s response time exceeds 15 seconds, the cost of the query outweighs the
value of the information. In such cases, the Teamcore proxies with the plan-alteration
capability skip the query to save in overall execution time, while an inflexible team cannot
achieve such savings.
6.3.2. Evaluation of adjustable autonomy. In evaluating the proxy’s adjustable
autonomy component, we began with data that came from ‘‘interviews’’ of the users on
hypothetical situations that called for potential rescheduling. Here, we used actual meeting
data from 58 meetings taken from the users’ scheduling programs. We asked the users

Figure 8. Comparison of flexible vs. inflexible execution of the evacuation plan, with respect to Ariadne’s
response time and value.
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Figure 9. Progress of proxy’s learning user’s preferences for choice decision during hypothetical meeting
situations.

what actions they would want their proxies to take if they became delayed and whether
they would want their proxies to confirm decisions with them before acting. We extracted
five different data sets by randomly selecting 36 meetings for training data and 22 for test
data (i.e., random sub-sampling holdout). Figure 9 displays the accuracy of the agent
proxies’ predictions of action choices, plotted against the number of examples used to train
the agent (out of the 36 training examples), for the five different data sets. For each data
set, we observe that the prediction accuracy would usually reach 91%. However, using
more than 36 examples did not produce any further noticeable improvements.
Figure 10 presents the test results from two weeks of real-world execution of proxies for
two of the more experienced users (20 decision examples for user1, 10 for user2). During
their execution, the proxies continuously reinvoke C4.5 to learn from new data as it
becomes available. The agent proxies apply the learned rules to predict new action choices
as required. Figure 10 shows that user1’s proxy accurately predicts action choices after
only 10 meetings, while user2’s proxy does not show any improvement in accuracy. The
proxy for user2 had fewer decision examples at its disposal, so we hope that the system
will improve its prediction as more examples become available. As for the learning results
for the autonomy decision, user1 was willing to give complete autonomy to the proxy,
which seems reasonable given the accuracy of the proxy’s predictions. On the other hand,
user2 wanted the proxy to confirm its predictions with him in all cases, which again seems
reasonable given the inaccuracy of the proxy’s predictions of his action choices. Given the

Figure 10. Progress of proxy’s learning user’s preferences for choice decision during real meeting situations.
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extreme nature of these user preferences, the system had no trouble learning the correct
decision exactly.

7.

Related work

This paper unifies and extends our previous publications on Teamcore, specifically
conference publications [23, 35] and a magazine article [34]. This journal article unifies
the various contents of these previous publications within a single framework. It also
provides detailed algorithms for the separate components, which was not possible in the
previous publications given their space limitations.
Section 1 briefly discusses Teamcore’s relationship with centralized integration architectures such as OAA [20]. The Adaptive Agent Architecture (AAA) [19] provides a more
distributed extension to OAA, allowing for teamwork among the facilitators. However,
AAA does not provide teamwork among the agents themselves, thus limiting the
robustness it can guarantee for the integrated system. Another related system, the
RETSINA multi-agent infrastructure framework [30], is based on three different types
of interacting agents: (i) interface agents; (ii) task agents; and (iii) information agents.
Middle agents allow these various agents to locate each other. This effort appears quite
complementary to Teamcore. Indeed, as Section 4.2 discusses, KARMA can use
RETSINA middle agents for locating relevant agents, while infrastructural teamwork in
Teamcore may enable the different RETSINA agents to work in teams.
COLLAGEN [25] models dialogue between a user and an agent — a form of joint
activity — based on the SharedPlans [10] model of joint action. COLLAGEN has been
previously compared to STEAM, and, like Teamcore, it provides a fairly clean separation between the teamwork layer and the problem-solving layer of the agent. However, COLLAGEN targets wrapping only a single agent for collaboration with a user, so
that the issue of constructing and programming a team of agents and humans is not
relevant.
Other than COLLAGEN, few other agent integration frameworks explicitly address the
possibility of integrating people within the multiagent system. The rest of this section
describes some integration frameworks that have been applied only to software agents, but
that are still relevant to our Teamcore architecture. Tidhar [36, 37] used the term ‘‘teamoriented programming’’ to describe a conceptual framework for specifying team behaviors
based on mutual beliefs and joint plans, coupled with organizational structures. This
framework forms the basis of an implementation based on the dMars agent architecture
[38]. In Tidhar’s framework, the organizational hierarchy ensures that only appropriate
agents (e.g., team leaders) fill specific roles offering certain authority or privilege. Tidhar
describes how one can automatically unfold team plans into plans for individual agents
containing communicative acts that ensure rudimentary coordination. His framework also
addressed the issue of team selection [39] — team selection matches the ‘‘skills’’ required
for executing a team plan against agents that have those skills. While many of the features
of Tidhar et al.’s conceptual and implemented frameworks are important in the context of
Teamcore, the critical issue of agent reuse, particularly involving heterogeneous (nondMars) agents, is not given much attention. Thus, proxies with monitoring, tasking, and
plan alteration capabilities and an agent resources manager such as KARMA for locating
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agents are novel in our framework. Furthermore, Teamcore’s flexibility of reorganization
and communication selectivity (through STEAM) does not seem to be part of the abstract
team layer of Tidhar’s framework.
Jennings’s GRATE* [15] work also uses a teamwork module, one that has been
previously compared to STEAM. GRATE* implements a model of cooperation based on
the joint intentions framework, similarly used by STEAM. Each agent has its own
cooperation level module that negotiates involvement in a joint task and maintains
information about its own and other agents’ involvement in joint goals. Regarding the
specific issue of agent reuse, GRATE* separates the teamwork layer from the individual
problem-solving layer of an agent. However, Teamcore’s STEAM module allows teamwork to a deeper level than the single joint goal and plan in GRATE*. The more complex
nature of the teams and team tasks in Teamcore has led us to explicitly focus on teamoriented programming and to explore several novel issues (e.g., automatic generation of
monitoring conditions) that GRATE* does not address. STEAM also provides capabilities
for role substitution in repairing team activity, a capability not available in GRATE*.
Furthermore, GRATE* also does not address the issues of building team-oriented
programs to specify agent organizations and KARMA-like agent resources manager to
aid in building and monitoring such programs.
The ADEPT architecture for modeling business processes [17] allows a more flexible,
hierarchical team organization than GRATE*. ADEPT consists of multiple agencies, each
containing a responsible agent, which handles communication and interaction with other
agencies. Various responsible agents maintain each agency’s ‘‘capabilities’’, avoiding the
use of a central facilitator or broker. A task is ‘‘contracted out’’ to an agency that has the
capabilities to perform that task. As with GRATE*, ADEPT provides a fairly clean
interface between the individual task-achieving agents and the social level. However, the
ADEPT framework does not seem to address the issue of agent reuse directly, although the
architecture itself could potentially incorporate heterogeneous agents. Also, ADEPT does
not provide an explicit model of teamwork, such as that based on joint plans/intentions;
instead, the basis of collaboration seems more closely related to the notion of social
commitment [3].
Singh has proposed an abstract framework for coordinating heterogeneous agents [29].
Singh’s model represents planned activity via finite-state automata (abstracting away
the internal workings of the agents), where transitions represent external actions or events.
The coordination service maintains knowledge of individual agents’ actions as well as the
overall joint plan and, upon receiving a request to perform an action, informs the
appropriate agents as to whether an intended action should be executed, delayed, or
omitted so as to fit with the joint activity of other agents. Singh’s model does not address
many of the issues of teamwork; however, it provides a potentially useful tool which could
augment the joint plan framework of Teamcore with a language for specifying flexible,
coordinated interactions at an abstract level.
Like the STEAM rule module within Teamcore, the COOL coordination framework [1]
also focuses on general-purpose coordination by relying on obligations among agents.
However, it explicitly rejects the notion of joint goals and joint commitments. It would
appear that individual commitments in COOL would be inadequate in addressing some
teamwork phenomena, but further work is necessary in understanding the relationship
between COOL and Teamcore.
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Summary

The two application domains tackled in this work, as well as most other real-world
domains, present unique agent integration challenges of heterogeneity of agents (both
software and human), number of the joint activities, complexity of the properly
coordinated behavior, etc. While no previous agent integration architecture has yet
resolved all of these challenges simultaneously, the Teamcore architecture takes a
significant step forward. Teamcore’s success in its two widely disparate application
domains demonstrates the power and generality of the overall framework and provides
strong evidence for its underlying hypotheses.
The primary hypothesis behind the Teamcore architecture and a key lesson learned
from its success is that an agent integration infrastructure based on sound principles of
agent coordination can automate robust coordination among distributed, heterogeneous
agents. The Teamcore proxies’ teamwork model proved sufficient in enabling robust
coordination among the agents in both domains. The proxies’ ability to reuse the same
general-purpose rules to accomplish this robustness, despite the vast differences between
the two domains, demonstrates the effectiveness of this teamwork knowledge.
In addition, by using the separate Teamcore proxies to perform the coordination, we are
able to incorporate the domain agents without modifying them. This is especially
important in an open environment, where our access to the internals of the agents is
often minimal. It is also difficult (or at least undesirable) to modify the internals of
humans. Thus, the proxies’ teamwork knowledge succeeded in coordinating agents that
were essentially black boxes and that spanned the entire range of coordination capabilities, from the team-ready humans to the software agents completely incapable of
coordination.
Teamwork also provides a useful layer of abstraction for coordinating heterogeneous
agents. As described in Section 4, once the agents become good team players (through
their proxies), we are free to design at the level of team-oriented programming. We
have constructed organizations using team members that covered the spectrum of
agenthood, from databases capable of answering KQML queries, to people capable of
multiple, parallel tasks and modes of interaction. Fortunately, in designing these
organizations, one can ignore the details about the agents themselves. The developer
instead thinks in terms of relevant joint activities: which agents are working together,
what is the task they are performing, and who plays what roles. The proxies make the
abstract specification of these joint activities operational by using their teamwork
model to fill in the details about what and when messages would actually go among
the agents.
Teamwork provides a sound basis for a coordination architecture, but it is important
that the teamwork be flexible, to maximize the architecture’s applicability across multiple
domains. For instance, in the evacuation domain, where the domain agents had no
coordination knowledge themselves, the Teamcore proxies were completely responsible
for synchronizing the actions of the agents. The proxies would then be sure to
communicate before initiating critical plans when miscoordinated execution among the
various domain agents was sufficiently likely and costly. On the other hand, in the
human collaboration domain, the domain agents are people who are already very capable
of coordinating themselves. Thus, there was less of a burden on the Teamcore proxies to
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synchronize certain team plans, which then had a low cost of miscoordinated execution
in the team-oriented program.
In addition to flexibility in coordination specification, the coordination architecture must
provide flexibility in execution. Another key lesson learned from Teamcore’s success is
that adaptive capabilities provide a necessary degree of robustness when faced with
dynamic, heterogeneous agents we do not completely know a priori. Without this
adaptation, the proxies would not have been able to properly operate on behalf of the
diverse members of our research group or in the face of the dynamic agent performance in
the evacuation domain. The Teamcore architecture demonstrated the value of its flexibility
in successfully supporting the two vastly different domains described in this paper.
In conclusion, the Teamcore architecture provides a novel means for integrating
distributed, heterogeneous software agents and humans. Its use of a general-purpose
teamwork model supports abstract specification of coordination behavior, robust execution
of that behavior, and adaptation to world dynamics and heterogeneity. In addition, the
proxy-based architecture supports coordination in an open environment where agent
modifications may not always be possible. The success of the Teamcore architecture in its
two application domains encourages us to continue expanding its capabilities and
applications. We will continue running the proxies for the human collaboration domain,
but we also plan to expand the number and types of team activities that they manage. We
also plan to integrate more and more of our fellow researchers, as well as additional
software agents, into the agent organization. As the size and complexity of the
organization grows, the architecture will have to address new issues deriving from this
scale-up (e.g., conflicts between team activities). We believe that the architecture’s success
will extend to many more real-world domains as well, providing a powerful framework for
agent integration beyond that currently possible with existing technology.

Appendix A.

Detailed TEAMCORE specification

The pseudo-code described below follows the description of STEAM provided in this
article. It is based on execution of hierarchical team reactive plans (as specified in a teamoriented program). All reactive-plans in the hierarchy execute in parallel, and hence the
‘‘in parallel’’ construct. The comments in the pseudo code are enclosed in /* */. The
terminology is first described below, to clarify the pseudo-code
– Execute-Team-Oriented-Program(a, , C, {U1, U2,. . . ,Un}) denotes the execution of a
team reactive-plan a, by a team , given the context of the current intention hierarchy
C, and with parameters U1, U2. . .Un.
– [a] denotes the team ’s joint intention to execute a.
– EU denotes computation to determine expected utility of an action, e.g., communication
action.
– status([a], STATUS-OF-a) denotes the status of the joint intention [a], whether it is
mutually believed to be achieved, unachievable or irrelevant.
– satisfies (Achievement-conditions(a), f ) denotes that the fact f satisfies the achievement
conditions of the team reactive-plan a; similarly with respect to unachievability and
irrelevancy conditions.
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– Communicate(terminate-jpg(a), f, ) denotes communication to the team  to terminate ’s joint commitment to a, due to the fact f.
– Update-state (team-state(), f ) denotes the updating of the team state of  with the
fact f.
– Update-status([a]) denotes the updating of the team reactive-plan a with its current
status of achievement, unachievability or irrelevancy.
– Agent(a) is the individual agent or team executing reactive-plan a.
– actions(a) denote the actions of the reactive-plan a.
– teamtype(c) is a test of whether the agent c is a team or just one individual.
– self(c) is a test of whether the agent c denotes self.
– agent-status-change(l) denotes change in the role performance capability of agent or
subteam l.
– Execute-individual-reactive-plan(c, self, C, {U1, U2,. . .,Un}) denotes the execution of
an individual reactive-plan c by self, given the context of the current intention hierarchy
C, and with parameters U1, U2. . .Un.
– Execute-reactive-plan-to-send-task(c, self, C, {U1, U2,. . . ,Un}) denotes the execution
of an individual reactive-plan c by self, given the context of the current intention
hierarchy C, and with parameters U1, U2. . .Un, to send a task to the domain-level agent.
– Execute-reactive-plan-to-send-monitoring-conditions(c, self, C, {Achievementconditions(a), Unachievability-conditions(a), Irrelevance-conditions(a)}) denotes the
execution of an individual reactive-plan c by self, given the context of the current
intention hierarchy C, and with parameters of the termination conditions of a, to send
all the termination conditions as monitoring conditions to the domain-level agent.
A.1.

Team-oriented program execution

Execute-Team-Oriented-Program(a, , C, {U1, U2, . . .,Un})
{
1. Is EU(communicate) > EU (not-communicate) execute establish joint commitment
protocol;
2. establish joint-intention [a];
3. While NOT(status([a], Achieved) | status([a], Unachievable) | status([a],
Irrelevant)) Do
{
a) Execute-reactive-plan-to-send-monitoring-conditions(hi, self, a/C, C, {Achievement-conditions(a), Unachievability-conditions(a), Irrelevance-conditions(a)})
b) Execute-reactive-plan-to-receive-monitoring-results(hi, self, a/C, U1. . .);
c) if (satisfies (Achievement-conditions(a), f ) | satisfies (Unachievabilityconditions(a), f ) | satisfies (Irrelevance-conditions(a), f ))
/* This is the case where fact f obtained by receiving monitoring results from
domain agent is found to satisfy the termination condition of a. */
{
i) if EU(communicate) > EU(not-communicate) propose-reactive-plan Communicate(terminate-jpg(a), f, ) with high priority;
ii) if no other higher priority reactive-plan, in parallel
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Execute-individual-reactive-plan(Communicate(terminate-jpg(a), f, ), self,
a/C, {U1, U2,. . .});
iii) Update-state (team-state(), f );
iv) Update-status([a]);
}
d) if agent-status-change(l), where l 2 
{
i) Evaluate role-monitoring constraints;
ii) if role-monitoring constraint failure cf such that (satisfies (Unachievabilityconditions(a), cf ) then update-status([a]);
}
e) if receive communication of terminate-jpg(a) and fact f
{
if (satisfies(Achievement-conditions(a), f ) | satisfies (Unachievability-conditions(a), f ) | satisfies (Irrelevance-conditions(a), f))
{
i) Update-state (team-state(), f );
ii) Update-status([a]);
}
}
f ) Update-state(team-state(), actions(a));
/* execute domain-specific actions to modify team state of  */
g) if children reactive-plan h1, h2,. . .hn of a proposed as candidates
{
i) hi p select-best{h1. . .hn};
ii) if (teamtype(Agent(hi)) } ( ¼ Agent(hi))) then in parallel Execute-TeamOriented-Program(hi, , a/C, {U1, U2. . .});
iii) if (teamtype(Agent(hi)) } (Agent(hi))o ) then in parallel
{
A) Execute-Team-Oriented-Program(hi, Agent(hi), a/C, {U1, U2. . .});
B) Instantiate role-monitoring constraints;
}
iv) if self(Agent(hi)) then in parallel
{
A) Execute-reactive-plan-to-send-task(hi, self, a/C, U1. . .);
B) Instantiate role-monitoring constraints;
}
}
} /* End while statement in 4 */
4. terminate joint intention [a]; /* Terminating this joint intention also leads to
termination of children intentions, and a message being sent to domain agent to
terminate any activities initiated due to this team plan */
5. if status([a], Unachievable)
{
if (a !¼ Repair) /* If a is not itself Repair */
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{
Execute-Team-Oriented-Program(Repair, , C, {a, cause-of-unachievability,. . .}) /*
Repair enables recovery by substitution of another team member, for instance.
Cause-of-unachievability, passed as a parameter to Repair, may be role-monitoring
constraint violation as in case 4b, or the domain-specific unachievability conditions. */
} else {
Execute-Team-Oriented-Program(Complete-Failure, , C, {a, cause-of-unachievability, . . .}) /* If Repair is itself unachievable, complete-failure results */
}
}
} /* end procedure execute-Team-Oriented-Program */

Appendix B.

STEAM sample rule

The sample rules described below follow the description of STEAM provided in this
article, and essentially help encode the algorithm described in Appendix A. The rules, as
with the algorithm in Appendix A, are based on execution of hierarchical reactive-plans, or
reactive plans. While the sample rules below are described in simplified if-then form, the
actual rules are encoded in Soar.
SAMPLE:RULE:CREATE-COMMUNICATIVE-GOAL-ON-ACHIEVED
/* This rule focuses on generating a communicative goal if an agent’s private state
contains a belief that satisfies the achievement condition of a team reactive-plan
[OP]. */
IF
agent ni’s private state contains a fact F
AND
fact F matches an achievement condition AC of a team reactive-plan [OP]
AND
fact F is not currently mutually believed
AND
a communicative goal for F is not already generated
THEN
create possible communicative goal CG to communicate fact F to team  to
terminate [OP].
SAMPLE:RULE:CREATE-COMMUNICATIVE-GOAL-ON-UNACHIEVABLE
/* This rule is similar to the one above. */
IF
agent ni’s private state contains a fact F
AND
fact F matches an unachievability condition UC of a team reactive-plan [OP]
AND
fact F is not currently mutually believed
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AND
a communicative goal for F is not already generated
THEN
create possible communicative goal CG to communicate fact F to team  to terminate
[OP].
SAMPLE:RULE:DECISION-ON-COMMUNICATION
/* This rule makes the communication decision. */
IF
CG is a possible communicative goal to communicate fact F to team  to
terminate [OP]
AND
Estimated value of non-communication for CG is medium
AND
Estimated value of communication for CG is low
THEN
post CG as a communicative goal to communicate fact F to team  to terminate
[OP]
SAMPLE:RULE:MONITOR-UNACHIEVABILITY:AND-COMBINATION
/* This rule checks for unachievability of role-monitoring constraints involving an
AND-combination. */
IF
A current joint intention [OP] involves an AND-combination
AND
ni is a member performing role to execute sub-reactive-plan op
AND
no other member nj is also performing role to execute
sub-reactive-plan op
AND
ni cannot perform role
THEN
Current joint intention [OP] is unachievable, due to a critical role failure of ni
in performing op
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Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teamcore derives its name from its encapsulation of ‘‘core team reasoning’’ as discussed later.
Section 4 provides more details about the contents of the team-oriented program component of the proxy.
http://www.meetingmaker6.com
These experimental runs are occasionally interrupted for bug fixes and enhancements.
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